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Over one fourth of today’s greenhouse gas emissions are the result of agriculture,

with the production of meat representing a large portion of this carbon footprint.

As the wealth of low- and middle-income countries continues to increase,

the demand for animal-sourced protein, such as dairy and meat products, will

escalate. At this point in time, livestock feed alone utilizes almost 40% of the

world’s cropland. The rapidly increasing world population, coupled with a need

for environmental sustainability, has renewed our attention on animal-protein

substitutes. Apprehensions over climate change have aided an acceleration in

the research and development of alternative proteins, which may replace some

animal-sourced protein over time. The alternative dairy and meat industry is

developing at a yearly rate of 15.8% and is predicted to reach 1.2 trillion $USD by

2030. This emergingmarket incorporates new technologies in plant-made protein

production, manufacturing of animal proteins by fermentation using microbial

bioreactors, and accelerated production of cultivated (also known as cell-based)

meat. These new technologies should change the global market drammatically.

This article describes the history of the alternative protein industry and its’ current

status, then o�ers predictions of future pathways for this rapidly accelerating

market. More speculatively, it discusses factors that lead to shifts in consumer

behavior that trend toward the adoptation of new technologies.
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Introduction

As environmental sustainability becomes more imperative, the utility of animal-
sourced food products has undergone extensive evaluation (Poore and Nemecek, 2018;
Aschemann-Witzel et al., 2021). Livestock feed itself utilizes up to 40% of global
cropland, and the need for meat products has grown alongside the increase in income
across low- and middle-income countries (Sexton et al., 2019). Increased demand
for arable land that can be used to produce animal protein is a significant cause
of pollution, biodiversity loss and eutrophication through the excessive application of
fertilizers. Simultaneously, more than 800 million people suffer from undernutrition
and another two billion experience micronutrient malnutrition (Perignon and Darmon,
2022; World Health Organization, 2022). A doubling of food is needed to improve the
nutritional status of the world’s population; continuation of conventional patterns of
agricultural production is estimated to create lower overall environmental sustainability,
and accumulated in a sharp increase of greenhouse gas emissions of 80% (Aimutis, 2022).
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Besides issues associated with sustainability, the over-
consumption of meat is linked to multiple health issues including
heart and cardiovascular disease and colorectal cancer (Micha
et al., 2010; Wolk, 2017; González et al., 2020). Food-borne illnesses
such as Salmonella, E. coli and Campylobacter are also associated
with meat consumption; excessive use of antibiotics in livestock
carries risks for human health as well (Fegan and Jenson, 2018; Lee
et al., 2021).

Research into and development of animal protein replacements
has resulted in an acceleration of innovation (FAO, 2022). The
alternative dairy and meat industries are presently growing at a
rate of 15.8%, with amplified appeal to mainstream consumers
outside of the existing ‘niche’ markets (Specht, 2022). Meat
alternatives produced presently have appealed particularly to the
rapidly-growing sector of “flexitarian” consumers (Smart Protein,
2021).

For over 10 years, demand for alternative protein products
from various sources has altered the marketplace (Lima et al.,
2022). Alternative proteins can imitate the flavor, appearance and
mouthfeel and even certain nutritional profiles of many animal
products, while significantly reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
land degradation and loss of diversity in wild places (Sexton
et al., 2019). Finally, alternative protein can directly tackle animal
welfare and ethical issues associated with animal meat production
(Eckl et al., 2021). Substitutes for animal-sourced food protein
respond to inter-connected concerns of sustainability, nutrition
and ethical concerns toward the use of animals (Chai et al.,
2019). Indeed, the demand for alternative protein will instigate a
reassessment of the global food system, with sustainability being
a new focal point, using evaluation methods that are not yet
entirely clear.

Alternatives for low- and middle-income countries are
especially difficult. Consumers in nations that have only
recently improved incomes embrace meat as a correlate
of wealth and status. Moreover, long-standing traditions
around maintenance of livestock in rural cultures are not
likely to change quickly (Parlasca et al., 2023). In contrast,
consumption of meat in OECD nations has languished or in
certain instances has even dropped (Onwezen et al., 2021).
Increasing availability of alternative proteins will almost
certainly affect conventional trading relations and affect
rural communities in poorer nations in unpredictable, but
significant ways.

Alternative protein development can be categorized into
multiple pillars: plant-based protein as substitutes for animal
protein, precision fermentation using microbes to produce animal
ingredient proteins, fermentation with the goal of modifying taste
and structure of plant based food, production of microbial biomass
for food, and cell-based (cultivated) meat. These innovations in
food and agriculture will significantly unsettle the international
market (Lee et al., 2023). The following review describes the
origins and current status of these three technologies, and
proceeds to explore how they will impact inequality, food
sovereignty and the prospects for social justice. The review
discusses the challenge of consumer acceptance to meat alternatives
and concludes with a forecast of future directions for this
growing market.

An overview of alternative proteins

Plant-based protein such as seitan from wheat, or tofu or
tempeh from soy, have been produced in Asian countries and
consumed for centuries. This form of protein gained popularity
in the late-twenteeth Century in Western countries. Plant-based
protein is both traditional and novel. Increased interest in new
foods based on plant products with nutritional benefits and sensory
attributes resonate for consumers today. Food innovations can be
characterized as maintaining the taste and texture that makes them
as satiating as animal-based products.

More lately, a rekindled interest in powders and energy bars
with high protein content, has become a fashionable trend in
food products (Allied Market Research, 2022). Protein sourced
from plants alone can transform meat-centric meals into nutrient-
rich, healthy alternatives (Sexton et al., 2019). Alternative protein
products that can have the same look, taste and mouthfeel as
animal-sourced foods is the latest development, and allows the
consumer to retain the sensory pleasures of meat and dairy that
they know and love, in particular when price levels are different.
Currently, plant-based products with a similar mouthfeel such as
sausage and hamburger are produced using pea and soy protein,
by companies such as Impossible Food and Beyond Meat. Plant
proteins extracted from these crops are then mixed with additional
ingredients and processed into a meaty texture (Sexton et al., 2019).

Functional analogs are needed to produce plant-based
replacements for animal proteins. First, crops with the necessary
ingredients (proteins, fats, and starches) must be identified and
processed. Second, processing must reformat ingredients into a
muscle-like texture that resembles meat. Product formulation to
get the preferred taste and texture, yet retain the desired nutritional
qualities may consist of manufacturing processes such as extrusion,
kneading, and 3D printing, among others (Specht, 2022).

An overview of fermentation

Fermentation has had a place in our diets since the beginning of
mankind. From yogurt to beer, cultures of microbes have been put
to work to preserve food products, as well as improve nutritional
content and taste. Fermentation is traditionally used to obtain
umami taste in cereal and pulse-based foods such as soya sauce,
tempeh or miso (Li and Siddique, 2018). Umami is otherwise
provided by animal sourced foods (Walsh et al., 2020; Mouritsen
and Styrbæk, 2021; Gao et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022; Wang et al.,
2022), or in traditional cuisines (such as the Mediterranean) by
combining onion, garlic, and tomato in preparations like sofrito
(Vallverdú-Queralt et al., 2013). From a functional perspective,
fermentation also facilitates the digestion of complex carbohydrates
from cereals and pulses. Fermentation further contributes to
enhanced taste in plant-based dairy alternatives (Tangyu et al.,
2019), which are more likely to be consumed by women (Pandey
and Ritz, 2021).

Fermentation as a technology has been used over the years
for disciplines ranging from biofuel production to pharmaceuticals
(Ciani et al., 2021). Fermentation is currently used to generate
novel foods, such as proteins from non-animal sources (Li and
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Siddique, 2018). Established use of fermentation comprises lactic
acid bacteria to produce cheese and yogurt, and fungi to ferment
soy into tempeh. Microbial biomass alone can be used to make the
food product, in certain circumstances. For example, the mycelium
based products of the company QuornTM, operating since 1985,
are based upon filamentous fungi, which are grown in microbial
bioreactors. Products generated require minimal processing and
are extremely nutritious. Quornmakes use of food waste to produce
its products, using mycelium specific fermenters, and creates a
carbon footprint one tenth lower than beef (Quorn Press Release,
2020). This fungal company has a global retail sale of over $200
million USD and produces 25,000 tons (dry mass) per year. It is no
surprise that mycoprotein is projected to increase annually by 20%
as a source of commercial food protein (Cherta-Murillo and Frost,
2021). Precision fermentation makes use of genetic engineering
to create novel pigments, flavorings, and proteins via microbes.
Impossible Foods makes a plant based version of a hamburger with
the heme protein included via precision fermentation (Ciani et al.,
2021).

Controlled bioreactors used to cultivate microbes such as fungi
or bacteria and generate either biomass or specific food ingredients
would be significantly more efficient than the open field growth
of crops. The carbon footprint of bioreactors is low; moreover,
they can be built no non-arable land or within city centers reduces
competition for arable land. Production can even take place in
industrial zones, where CO2, H2 and other inorganic carbon
sources could be utilized (Airprotein.com, Järviö et al., 2021).

An overview of cultivated meat
production

Cultivated/cell-based meat as a science is approaching
two-decades of laboratory research, with its origins in the
pharmaceutical and biomedical industries. The technical
compatibilities and prospects seem encouraging. As important
is the question of how socio-cultural framings serve to alter,
accelerate or impede cultivated meat to global acceptance and
coverage. This trajectory can be thought of in terms of two critical
waves, the first initiated by university-based projects that were
initially driven by ethical concerns for animal welfare, culminating
in a slowly but steadily growing knowledge base in the field. The
second was concern for environmental sustainability, notably
supported in part by philanthropy.

In 2011, a New Yorker article reported that the technology
for cultivated meat was available at that time but lacked sufficient
funding (Spectre, 2011). Shortly afterwards, philanthropic donors
financed the development of the first lab grown burger at
Maastricht University (O’Riordan et al., 2017). The cultivated
meat space was quickly supported via investments by wealthy
funders with a focus on breakthrough technologies which could
address global challenges. The industry shifted again to a third
stage with investments from corporations such as Cargill or other
food multinationals, Tyson Foods and Nestle, since 2017. New
companies have moved in as well, such as Memphis Meats (which
raised 17 million dollars in Series A funding). Eat Just Inc (2020),
the first cell-based meat company with regulatory approval and

housed in Singapore, has cell based chicken out on the market in
2023 (EatJust.com). The Israeli startup Aleph Farms has alsomoved
forward, bringing slices or whole-meat cuts based on cultivated
meat to the marketplace.

The development of cultivated meat products that are
dependable with respect to taste and texture requires multiple types
of cells, including fat cells, muscle precursor cells and connective
tissue (O’Neill et al., 2021). The choice of medium used for
production can also have an impact on meat quality and taste.
The cultivated meat industry has to date concentrated on two
major products: the first being unstructured, such as sausage or
hamburger, and the second being highly structured, such as chicken
breasts or beefsteaks. Achieving the latter requires the use of stem
cells grown for 40–50 generations in a bioreactor, with the media
changed at certain points to promote proliferation into muscle, fat
and connective tissue. Differentiated cells such as these are adherent
and require attachment to a scaffold; as a result, new biomaterials,
such as collagen and egg shell membranes, have been acquired
which play the role of microcarriers (Andreassen et al., 2022). The
sera used must be free of any animal product and have features that
are food-grade acceptable (Hanga et al., 2020).

Animal cell culture requires carbon and nitrogen, as well as
amino acids, sugars, salts, and growth factors in order to proliferate
(Yao and Asayama, 2017). These components influence sensory
properties, for example, umami can be created from the amino
acids asparagine and glutamic acid (Kawai et al., 2002). The way
that media is prepared will impact how muscle cells proliferate
and differentiate in culture. As an example, myoblasts need distinct
cytokines and growth factors to proliferate, including fibroblast
growth factor, insulin growth factor, hepatocyte growth factor,
transforming growth factor-β and cytokines such as tumor necrosis
factor-α (Bentzinger et al., 2010). These signaling molecules are
able to stimulate myogenesis through various metabolic pathways
and are currently prohibitively expensive. One way to reduce the
cost of animal-derived growth factors is to screen for sequence
homology with their plant or fungal counterparts. Extracts of
chickpea peptides, for example, can stimulate insulin associated cell
signaling (Girón-Calle et al., 2008). In the long run, it will be critical
to replace animal serum with media that lacks animal-sourced
products. It may be possible to utilize other, complex ingredients
to reproduce constituents of media, such as the use of molasses, in
place of purified glucose (Lee et al., 2022).

To create cultivated meat products such as steaks and chicken
breasts in vitro, a natural, edible scaffold framework must be
established that recreates themicroenvironment that cells adhere to
Bhat et al. (2017). The scaffold is necessary for cell cultivation and
must be biocompatible with the cells so that they can proliferate
while still enabling the free flow of nutrients and oxygen. Scaffolds
can be made by electrospinning (a technique used to conform a
solution of polymers into a network of fibers), mold cast/ injectable
systems (in which “bioink,” comprised of cultured cells, is injected
into amold that resembles a cut of meat), and 3D extrusion printing
(in which bioink is placed on an extruder, which is itself constantly
moving, to create a product more like groundmeat) (GFI.org, 2022;
Lee et al., 2022).

Under a laboratory setting, a 2D system comprised of Petri
dishes and/or tissue culture flasks offers mechanical support for
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cells; however, themuscle cells undergo altered gene expression and
thus change their phenotypic properties and behaviors. Over time,
the cells take the form of a monolayer and cannot be sustained
indefinitely. Alternatively, a 3D scaffold matrix comprised of a
hydrogel of crosslinked hydrophilic polymers as well as growth
factors incorporated into cell adhesive molecules, can better
functionalize muscle cells for cultivated meat (Li et al., 2022).
For scale up, cell cultures that are supported by microcarriers
are needed to reach the volumes required to satisfy market
demand. These microcarriers could dissolve over time, be edible,
or be readily extractable during processing (Lee et al., 2022).
Microcarriers could also encapsulate growth factors, which are later
released to promote cell proliferation or differentiation over time.
For example, Mosa Meats uses a technology to grow cultured meat
by incorporating pillars which scaffold the materialization of a
hydrogel containing muscle cells (Post, 2013). These muscle cells
then self-assemble to form contractable rings in order to foster
skeletal muscle maturation.

The hard limit to cell division is a major challenge; cells
eventually enter a phase of senescence after undergoing a specified
number of divisions. The number of cell divisions could be
extended by including the enzyme telomerase (Kumar et al., 2021).
The requirement for animal free media is another challenge.
Prior to the development of the cultivated meat industry, animal
derived serum—such as fetal calf serum—has been used. To
address animal welfare concerns, serum free media, containing
animal serum replacements will be necessary (van der Valk et al.,
2018). For example, since serum contains insulin, a recombinant
version produced in microbial bioreactors can replaced its animal
counterpart. As an example, the animal protein albumin could be
replaced with analogous proteins from plant sources, such as the
albumin storage proteins (Bueno-Díaz et al., 2021).

Research and development of cell based meat activates new
interest across various disciplines: identifying stem cells from
different types of livestock, the development of scaffolds, increasing
the proliferation and differentiation of cells in culture, scaling
up processes and the production of fetal bovine serum-free
growth media from alternative sources such as plants and fungi.
Increasing manufacturing would also demand additional, more
physical challenges, such as enabling animal cell culture in a large
bioreactor to withstand shear stresses (Seah et al., 2022). Attitudinal
factors will play a major role in acceptance, whatever the technical
advances. Chief among these are complicated relationships among
consumer perceptions regarding animal welfare as well as the
dietary health benefits/risks of continuing to consume animal
products. Economics matters as well: it is possible that production
costs may never be low enough to make cultivated meat a
generalizable option. It is equally likely that plant-based products
that substitute formeat, such as the Impossible Burger, may develop
in sophistication to such an extent that cultivated meat becomes
obsolete (Warner, 2019).

Other sources of protein

Unconventional crops offer another potential alternative for
food and fodder production. Cattle, sheep and other ruminants can
feed on both duckweed or microalgae (Domokos-Szabolcsy et al.,
2023; Paterson et al., 2023). These high yielding crops generate

economically competitive forms of fiber and protein, and yet will
not compete with arable land needed for human food in the food
industry, algae is frequently found both as a functional food and
as a food supplement (Scieszka and Klewicka, 2019). For example,
spirulina, an cyanobacteria, can also be used as an upcoming food
product (Grosshagauer et al., 2020).

Insects can also be consumed as a protein source. Edible

insects are high in nutritional composition yet have the ability

to reduce both land use as well as the carbon footprint (Poma

et al., 2017; FAO, 2021). Entomophagy was part of the early
history of humans—for example, over 3,000 years in China—
but has only recently become a strong trend in Western
culture. In over one hundred countries, about 2 billion people
practice entomophagy today (Barennes et al., 2015; Jongema,
2022). Insects have a substantial protein content, and can thus
represent an unconventional substitute for human consumption.
Several insect peptides that reside in food products contain
anti-hypertensive, anti-microbial and antioxidant properties,
contributing important health advantages (de Castro et al., 2018;
Hall et al., 2018). The next challenge to be addressed is the creation
of large-scale facilities for edible insect production, whereas
cultural barriers to expanding consumption are significant but
perhaps changeable (da Silva Lucas et al., 2020).

Circular food systems

In a circular food system, green technologies utilize food
waste and reduce pressure on arable farmland. Alternative protein
production can play a role in this process. Land use for
livestock feed has been examined in terms of acreage required
for grazing and acreage needed to produce feed crops. In the
case of alternative protein, land would still be needed to generate
feedstock. Yet, if we made our feedstock from microalgae instead
of food crops on arable land, our land usage needed could be
even further reduced (Lusk and Norwood, 2009; Rubio et al.,
2020). In a similar fashion, proteins that are derived from
insects can be produced using food waste residue in place
of arable land (Barennes et al., 2015; da Silva Lucas et al.,
2020).

Precision fermentation systems utilize microbial bioreactors
to produce their products. As a result, these fermentors require
glucose from grain crops to feed the cell cultures. These more
often are corn or sugar beet and thus waste much needed
arable land. The avoidance of conventional sugar carbon sources
using autotrophic microbes have been used in bioreactors to
produce food proteins. Since the gases CO2 or CH4 can be
used as a feed source for these microbes, the actual waste from
industrial plants can be used as the feedstock (Järviö et al.,
2021). Net use of greenhouse gas emissions could be achieved
in this way, increasing the environmental sustainability factor.
The great advantage of this form of fermentation is complete
independence from outdoor agriculture in terms of food and
biofuel and from fossil fuel. An additional benefit is reduction
of vulnerability to the economic fluctuations that govern our
current energy and food systems (Verstraete et al., 2022). Although
alternative protein production is still at an early stage, it is
developing rapidly (Parodi et al., 2018; Pikaar et al., 2018;
Tuomisto, 2019).
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Social justice and the alternative
protein landscape

The effect of the alternative food protein revolution on world
agriculture is uncertain (Stephens et al., 2019). While intensive
farming, particularly of livestock, is thought by some to be leading
to environmental catastrophe, the way that a major shift to animal
protein replacements might affect the life of farmers and others in
the animal-sourced foods industry, as well as those who produce
animal feed, is uncertain. Disruptive technologies such as cultivated
meat and precision fermentation offer promise for resolving both
environmental and animal welfare issues that remain problematic
within our current food system (Sexton et al., 2019). It is estimated
that this revolution to non-animal sourced meat will lead to the
rewilding and reforestation of land previously used for farming,
and the restoration of ecosystems. But questions on economic
sustainability and resilience remain: what changes will we see in
the global marketplace? How will livelihoods be altered in rural
settings? And how will regional discrepancies in meat production
and consumption, as well as development and uptake of these
innovations, affect global agri-food systems?

Approval of food proteins that are not animal-sourced will
change from one country the next, and from culture to culture
(FAO, 2022). Asia provides some real optimism; there has been
greater consumer acceptance of protein from novel sources in India
and China, for example, than in the US (Bekker et al., 2017). India
as a subcontinent of many cultures is well known for being largely
vegetarian, and as a result, the acceptance of technologies with
respect to novel food products remains unclear. Political priorities
matter, as well. Both animal welfare as well as environmental
sustainability issues are coming to the forefront more quickly in
certain political systems and not in others. Livestock maintained in
American or European agriculture differ substantially than those
managed in India or Latin America. For example, sub-Saharan
owners of livestock could maintain a nomadic lifestyle and care for
small herds of animals, whereas American livestock owners might
manage tens of thousands of animals under industrial conditions.
Differences arise in terms of the management of infectious disease
pressures or the food safety of animal products, including use of
antibiotics (Stevens et al., 2022). In the Americas for example, much
environmental degradation has occurred in regions such as the
Amazonian Forest, the Chaco region and the plains in Argentina, in
order to produce either livestock for meat or the feedstock required
to maintain them.

Industrialized countries exhibit the most readiness to develop
and support alternative sources of animal protein (Hopkins et al.,
2023). A colonial heritage with trade dependence means that
richer countries have traditionally influenced food production
beliefs and behavior in low- and middle-income trading partners
(Paarlberg, 2009). Will nations long disadvantaged by the global
economic system accept pressures to follow the inclinations of
more industrialized countries or assert divergent cultural values
associated with livestock production, as increased national income
leads to increased demands for animal meat (Sexton et al., 2019)?
How will these changes impact the global market with respect
to imbalances between the Global North and South (Jarosz,
2011)? Might alternative proteins help to achieve food security

and further develop the economies of low- and middle-income
countries? Little research currently available sheds light on these
difficult challenges (Tilman and Clark, 2014).Whereas, plant-based
consumers experience new sensory experiences from a diversity
of plant sources, consumers of animal sourced foods tend to be
attached to the taste of meat (Perez-Cueto, 2020).

Consumer behavior toward the
alternative protein movement

The increased attention toward novel foods with environmental
benefits at policy and industry level has led to a large body
of consumer studies on environmental-friendly foods (Vermeir
et al., 2020)—such as plant-based alternative proteins (Aschemann-
Witzel et al., 2021); cultured meat (Bryant and Barnett, 2018); and
algae, pulses, and insects (Hartmann and Siegrist, 2017; Onwezen
et al., 2022).

Plant-based diets are those diets that privilege foods of plant
origin. Such diets go from vegan to flexitarian. Vegan diets exclude
any type of foods of animal or insect origin. Vegetarian diets
vary depending on whether they include dairy (lacto-vegetarian),
eggs and dairy (lacto-ovo vegetarian), fish (pescetarian) or small
amounts of meat and other foods of animal origin (flexitarian).
Omnivores, however, can eat all foods consumed by the other
dietary lifestyles.

Most consumer surveys show that few people (about 5%)
following vegetarian diets (including vegans) (e.g., Pieniak et al.,
2009; Pérez-Cueto et al., 2010; Verbeke et al., 2011); few in this
group were complying with nutritional recommendations (Pérez-
Cueto et al., 2012). Attempts to define this dietary lifestyle were
made (Derbyshire, 2017), but revealed the complexity of the
behavior and its implications. Flexitarian is a “flexible” term, coined
forMillennials that prefer not being classified in limiting boxes, and
that can include people within a very large range of consumption,
from low or null meat and dairy intake to even heavy animal
sourced food consumers. By 2021, at least one third of mainstream
consumers identify themselves as flexitarians according to a recent
EU consumer survey. These flexitarians expressed a common
desire to eat more sustainably and adhere to ethical principles of
consumption (Bechtold et al., 2022). The use of the term plant-
based has been advocated as a neutral term (Faber et al., 2020; Storz,
2022) that is free from ideological tones (Dickstein et al., 2022),
but the definition of a “plant-based” diet is unclear. For many, it is
equivalent to vegan diet choices, whereas to others it is equivalent
to a flexitarian eating lifestyle (Faber et al., 2020; Onwezen et al.,
2021; Palmieri and Nervo, 2023; Takeda et al., 2023).

Traditional diets in Europe historically were largely vegetarian
(Leggett and Lambert, 2022). It was only in the past 100
years that the society turned to predominantly meat and
dairy consumption, partly because of increasing income, food
security policy measures, and later by the effects of Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP). Dietary recommendations have also
been instrumental in supporting the belief that protein of animal
origin is of superior quality when paired with varied consumption
of fruits, vegetables and pulses. Urgent calls for healthier and more
sustainable eating practices are met with both consumer inertia
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(Willet et al., 2019; Vaidyanathan, 2021) and pressure from interest
groups (Sievert et al., 2021).

Despite these obstacles, it is clear that transitioning to less
meat-intensive diets could aid in reducing chronic disease due to
poor dietary habits and contribute to mitigating climate change
(Vaidyanathan, 2021). Factors that influence progress on the
specific issue of replacing meat with alternative protein—besides
animal welfare and environmental considerations – are age, gender,
education and health status. Other motivators consist of cost, trust
in science/neophobia, media coverage and convenience. The plant-
based alternatives are the most well-established meat substitutes, as
consumers are already familiar with them (Schosler et al., 2015).

A summary picture of consumers of alternative protein
includes highly educated, young, left-leaning urbanites (De Boer
and Aiking, 2011) and those who already consume little or no meat
(Verbeke et al., 2011). Drivers pertaining to consumer acceptance
include health and environmental benefits, convenience, familiarity
and appearance and taste (Eckl et al., 2021). Women in general
are more prone to adopt to plant-based diets (Nakagawa and Hart,
2019; Satija et al., 2019). Commonly known barriers to adopting
plant-based diets include lack of skills, cognition about balanced
eating, perceived hardships such as finding meal options when
eating out, finding recipes, as well as perceptions of the inadequacy
and tastelessness of a meatless diet (Pohjolainen et al., 2015;
Reipurth et al., 2019; Hielkema and Lund, 2021).

While consumer acceptance is greatest for plant-based
alternatives and moderate for cultured meat, it is lowest for
insect-based protein (Onwezen et al., 2022). Nevertheless, there
is heterogeneity in consumer acceptance and willingness-to-pay
for specific types of insects and insect-based foods across and
within countries (Dagevos, 2021). Edible insects are challenging
for Western culture, on the other hand, cell-based meat is not
yet available in the market. Despite growing interest in Europe,
with various insect types approved as novel foods, consumers
are often reluctant to shift, resulting in lower acceptance rates of
insects as food (Iannuzzi et al., 2019). Yet reports indicate that
higher willingness to consume shredded insect products rather than
whole insects. However, for mainstream EU consumers, insects
are the most distrusted (Smart Protein, 2021) and least accepted
alternative protein (Onwezen et al., 2022), despite the growing
number of approvals of insect types as novel foods. The demand
to understand what drives consumer acceptance of such alternative
proteins is paramount (Slade, 2018). Several barriers have been
identified to explain this, such as cultural influences (e.g., insects
might be viewed as pest insects), health and safety concerns (e.g.,
unsafe and causing diseases), negative sensory perceptions (e.g.,
flavor, appearance, texture) and attitudes (e.g., about sustainability,
neophobia) (Van Huis, 2013). However, exposure and positive
tasting experiences have shown to stimulate adoption of insect-
based food products, especially in Western countries (Wendin
and Nyberg, 2021). Price sensitivity is variable; consumers are
typically willing to pay for insect-based products, especially if
information on benefits is presented. If not, or if the insects are
visible, consumers often prefer a price that is equal to, or lower
than conventional products (de-Magistris et al., 2015; Kornher and
Schellhorn, 2019; Lombardi et al., 2019). While insect-based foods
are increasingly promoted, overall acceptance in regions where

insects are not part of traditional consumption patterns is expected
to be longer than for other alternative protein sources and will
require (Franceković et al., 2021) increased efforts to overcome
barriers of familiarity, taste and emotional connotations (Ardoin
and Prinyawiwatkul, 2021).

Cultured meat presents a different picture. An increasing
number of products are projected to hit the market in the coming
years, leading to growth in consumer research on cultured meat,
especially after Eat Just became the first commercialized product in
Singapore in 2020. In their systematic reviews, Bryant and Barnett
(2018, 2020) demonstrated that cultured meat would be positively
embraced by a large share of consumer populations, as illustrated
by their willingness to try and buy, though not necessarily as a
permanent replacement of conventional meat. Aside from regional
and country differences, acceptance of cultured meat currently
appeals to the group of young, highly educated, males (Bryant and
Barnett, 2020), as well as non-vegetarians (Verbeke et al., 2021)
or frequent meat consumers (Baum et al., 2022). Research shows
that people who frequently consume large amounts of meat also
show a higher level of acceptance of cell based meat (Stevens
et al., 2022) in addition to other similar products (Hoek et al.,
2011). Furthermore, consumers’ perceived benefits were generally
driven by societal benefits (e.g., animal and environmental) while
perceived barriers were often linked to their personal risks (e.g.,
naturalness, safety and health, trust, technology neophobia) (Bryant
and Barnett, 2018; Chriki and Jean-François, 2020). Highlighting
these benefits (Bryant and Dillard, 2019; Gómez-Luciano et al.,
2019) by utilizing counter-messaging (targeting conventional meat
production issues to promote cultured meat) (Baum et al., 2022)
positively influence consumer acceptance. Terminology preference
(e.g., “clean meat”) might also play a role (Bryant and Barnett,
2020), though this was not found in earlier studies (Verbeke et al.,
2021). Nevertheless, price and taste expectations and evaluations
of cultured meat products will continue to play a dominant role
in consumers’ decision making, similar as for other alternative
protein sources.

The conclusion to draw from this section is not surprising:
dietary habits are notably sticky and difficult to alter, hence
notably slow and incremental. Nevertheless, it is clear that further
development of alternatives and increasing concerns for human
and environmental health are altering the potential.

Future prospects for alternative
protein development

This review has presented the three major domains of
alternative protein development. The ways that disruptive
technologies involving alternative protein may influence consumer
behavior, trade, and international inequalities are described as
well. The increase in meat consumption per capita is most striking
in countries that have increased in wealth, and a substantial
middle class desirous of markers of affluence, including animal
sourced products. Consumer behavior and willingness-to-pay will
be important for aligning the future development of alternative
protein products to potential target markets. In the future
advancement of the three alternatives to meat proteins will
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concentrate on safety, perceived healthiness, taste, price and
nutritional benefits and/or greater environmental friendliness.

Although alternative proteins have elicited much interest on
a global scale, much effort will be required at multiple stages
along the food supply chain. To start with, global warming is
already affecting the yields in Southern Europe, and for some crops
reducing their nutrient content; it will also create an opportunity
for production in Northern Europe, to the detriment of existing
forests. Improvements in crop breeding will be required, to increase
the number of varieties with increased levels of high-quality
protein, for plant-based meat production, Similarly, the removal
of off-flavors and improved sensory characteristics—particularly
taste and texture –will be critical (Specht, 2022). To mimic the red
to brown change in color while cooking, improvements in color
indicators for plant-based meat are also essential, and changes such
as these will in turn lead to higher consumer acceptance.

Facility layout and operation will be critical for the cultivated
meat industry. Today, the global market in meat products is
over $800 billion; to produce quantities sufficient to capture
a portion of that necessitates substantial scaling up of current
infrastructure (Statista, 2022). The production of cultivated meat
products with texture and taste that closely resemble conventional
chicken breasts, beefsteaks or fish filets will be challenging.
Because these represent newly emerging technologies, winning over
consumers will require educational information about cultivated
meat (Specht, 2022). Focusing on perceived benefits (Verbeke et al.,
2021), especially through leveraging problems of conventionalmeat
production to build the case for cultured meat (Baum et al., 2022),
appear to influence acceptance.

Microbial bioreactors will also require development for the
adequate fermentation of animal proteins. These will include the
development of new microbial strains that can perform tasks
with greater precision and result in better taste, as will be the
identification of new feedstocks that could be optimized for fossil
fuel independent production pathways that are also not reliant
upon crop production. Bioreactors could in the future be used
to produce green industrial products that are not only petroleum
independent, but in fact make use of greenhouse gases such as CO2

and CH4 for their feedstock, thus making them carbon negative in
production (Järviö et al., 2021).

While cultivated meat and precision fermentation each
require bioreactors for cell growth, animal cells proliferate much
more slowly than microbes, and may generate growth-inhibiting
catabolites such as ammonia during the incubation process (O’Neill
et al., 2021). Since animal cells lack a cell wall, they are also more
likely to be damaged. For animal cells, different types of culture are
needed to recreate complex forms of meat, with bioreactor design
and tailored media requirements being essential for this task (Ben-
Arye and Levenberg, 2019). The total capital investment estimated
today per kg for cultured meat using a perfusion bioreactor is $51
while a bioreactor with a fed-batch design have been determined at
a total cost of $37. Consumers have demonstrated a willingness to
pay for culturedmeat at a cost limitation of $25 per kg. After further
packaging, and distribution, a minimum of $50 per kg for cultured
meat is estimated for supermarket settings, making advancements
a significant challenge (Humbird, 2021).

In sum, multiple questions concerning practicality and cost
emerge from the specifics of alternative production techniques and

products. These questions point the way to intelligent choices of
both research and funding.

Conclusion

This review has addressed possible futures for alternative
proteins, with a view toward alleviating the current climate crisis
and avoiding injustice in the transition to a more sustainable food
system. Though research into and development of animal protein
replacements has produced an explosion of innovation, dietary
habits are notably sticky and difficult to alter, hence notably slow
and incremental.

Different technologies have been reviewed with their attendant
products. Technological limitations and safety issues along the
production chain suggest that cultivated meat and insect protein
offer attractive prospects but will likely advance slowly for
some time. From the current consumer perspective, plant-based
proteins are preferred, although there are challenges for product
development throughout the chain. Fermented foods will gain
more attention in the coming years as they provide desired flavor
and textures. For all of these elements of a new food system to be
successful, both public and private funding will need priority tags
and informed choices, but with ramifying benefits. Reducing the
financial investment necessary to produce plant-based meat and
thus decreasing costs would render plant-based meat production
more viable in less affluent countries, contributing to enhancement
of global justice and environmental sustainability. Success in
expanding production and use of alternative proteins will involve
an amalgamation of specific solutions – not a silver bullet—and
changes in attitudes about production and consumption of food
discussed in this essay.
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